
CALL BOX SOLUTIONS: PATIENT OUTREACH

TO IMPROVE YOUR BOTTOM LINE

YOUR OUTBOUND PATIENT

COMMUNICATION AND

RECARE EFFORTS

SEAMLESSLY OUTSOURCE

Call Box provides a comprehensive patient outreach solution for 
healthcare practices that need expert assistance in managing 
outbound calling efforts. We work closely with practices to provide 
support in recapturing patients with outstanding treatment plans, 
previously missed appointments, waitlisted patients, recare, or 
other custom outreach projects. 



WHAT WE OFFER
All too often, practices are faced with overwhelming inbound call volume 
and limited staff bandwidth that prevent managers from dedicating the 
necessary resources to patient outreach. However, recare is necessary 
to maintain your patient base, and there are often thousands of dollars 
in outstanding treatments just waiting for you to recapture. To help 
bridge this gap in resources, Call Box comes alongside your staff 
to act as an extension of your team focused solely on making 
outbound calls to patients with specific goals and metrics in mind.

Practices turn to Call Box’s patient outreach services for a variety of reasons:

Call Box expertly handles your practice’s outbound calls as an extension 
of your team. Our customizable, flexible solution ensures your patients 
will receive the same seamless experience they’ve come to expect 
from your own staff. Furthermore, we deliver transparent feedback on 
call outcomes, as well as actionable takeaways that will improve your 
bottom line moving forward.

They require assistance with patient outreach for a 
specific project or limited timeframe, but don’t want to 
hire new full-time staff.

They don’t have dedicated resources or the bandwidth 
to devote to outbound calling efforts.

They lack actionable insight into call outcomes and 
transparent feedback to make continuous improvement 
in outbound efforts.

They struggle with disjointed or ineffective call centers 
that don’t provide the same level of knowledge and care 
to their patients as their staff does.
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RESULTS WE’VE SEEN
Our approach to patient outreach creates significant efficiencies for the 
practices we work with and achieves transparent return on investment 
for each patient recaptured. Instead of your team calling hundreds of 
patients in the hope of catching the right individual on the phone, Call 
Box does the work for you and delivers clear-cut results.

Call Box’s outbound efforts allow practices to move the needle and 
achieve maximum return on investment. In a recent project with a 
multi-location DSO, Call Box was able to schedule an average of 
97 additional appointments and recapture almost $92,000 in 
outstanding treatment amounts each month. What’s more, Call Box 
worked closely with the organization to prioritize particular treatment 
types and shift focus to the patients who mattered most to the group’s 
bottom line each month. 

01 RETURN ON INVESTMENT

HOW CALL BOX DELIVERS TRANSPARENT ROI

APPTS/MO

97

ROI/MO

$92K
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With Call Box’s help, you’re able to expand your staff’s current bandwidth 
and streamline operations. Instead of pulling staff members away 
from handling incoming patient calls to make outbound calls, Call 
Box acts as an extension of your team to diligently call patients 
and achieve desired call outcomes.

The reality of outbound calls is that a majority of attempts will reach a 
voicemail instead of a live patient. Typical practices usually only convert 
a mere 5% of all outbound calls to patients into booked appointments. 
When resources are already spread thin, it wouldn’t be prudent to pull 
staff off of incoming calls to make hundreds of outbound calls with a 5% 
success rate. However, outsourcing these calls to Call Box allows you 
to maintain a high level of outbound calling activity without sacrificing 
internal resources. 

02 IMPROVED TIME MANAGEMENT AND 
RESOURCE ALLOCATION

In proactively reaching out to patients, Call Box is also able to assist in 
patient retention efforts and prevent patients from going elsewhere for 
their ongoing treatment. This builds continued loyalty with patients and 
also ensures repeat visits. With new patient acquisition slowing across 
the industry nationwide, it’s more important than ever to retain the 
patients you have and continue to foster those relationships.

03 CONTINUED PATIENT ACTIVITY AND RETENTION
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LEARN MORE
With the help of Call Box’s patient outreach, you’re able to recapture 
significant revenue, maximize limited resources, and achieve 
ongoing patient retention. With an uncertain climate, it’s more 
important than ever to capitalize on your current patient base and 
leverage the contacts already in your system. Call Box is primed to 
come alongside your practice to reach your unique goals and achieve 
data-driven results. Call 833-476-0725 today to learn how Call Box’s 
patient outreach services can work as an extension of your team and 
take your patient communication to the next level.
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